
 

 



 

 

AGE OF DEATH RECAP 

 
Hello, it’s me again, Robin. If you are reading this, I suspect you are about to start reading 

Age of Empyre, the last book in the Legends of the First Empire series. As you probably already 

know, the “second half” of the series covers how the war between Fhrey (elves) and Rhunes 

(humans) ends, and it tells the truth about various historical figures from Elan’s past (such as 

Nyphron, Persephone, and Mawyndulë). In Age of Death, the series literally delves deeper into the 

world of Elan, where we enter the afterlife and meet not only long-dead historical figures, but the 

gods as well. 

Given how far we are into the story, and because you are already familiar with all the players, 

I’m going to change up the format just a bit. Keep in mind this is only a recap and not meant as a 

replacement for reading the book – as such, some things will be glossed over or skipped completely. 

This guide is only to be used as a “memory jogger” for people who have been away from Age of 

Legend for a while. If you find this recap isn’t enough, you may want to go back and re-read the other 

recaps to familiarize you with the various people involved. 

I should also mention that the second half differs from the first in that it is a single long tale 

divided into three parts – much like Lord of the Rings was broken in The Fellowship of the Rings, The 

Two Towers, and The Return of the King. As such, Age of Legend left us on a cliff-hanger, so we pickup 

Age of Death in interesting times. 

 

AT THE START OF AGE OF DEATH: 

Below is a very brief recap of where we stand at the end of Age of Legend (and therefore the 



 

start of Age of Death. 

• After the first Rhune victory in Age of War, the tides of battle have ebb and flow until 

eventually a stalemate is reached. After years of fighting, the elves can’t win against the 

Rhune’s vast numbers, and the fact that they are protected by a Gilarabrywn: a dragon-like 

creature – created by Suri through sacrificing Raithe. Likewise, the Rhunes (led by the Fhrey 

Galantian leader, Nyphron) are unable to cross the Nidwalden which is protected by Fhrey 

Miralyith (magic users) to invade the Fhrey homeland. 

• Persephone has sent Suri the mystic to negotiate peace with fane Lothian, but it was a trap. 

Suri is taken prisoner. Lothian plans on forcing her to tell him how to make dragons. When 

she refuses, he orders her to be “buried.” 

• After hearing of Suri’s capture, Tressa goes to Persephone and explains that Malcolm not 

only foretold this event, but also gave Tressa the means to save the mystic. Despite 

Persephone’s objections a party of eight sets out to the Swamp of Ith to find an 

underground passage under the Nidwalden and into the Fhrey homeland.  

• In the Swamp of Ith, the party learns that Tressa held back several important facts 

including their quest will include (a) eliciting the help from the feared Tetlin Witch and (b) 

dying and traveling through the afterlife. 

• It’s discovered the “witch” isn’t evil at all. She is immortal and has forever been separated 

from the one she loves by her father, Malcolm. She explains that Malcolm is manipulative, 

can’t be trusted, and she hates him. 

• The members of Tressa’s party descend into a fetid pool, sinking to their deaths. Although 

Tesh tries to prevent Brin from going, the book ends her Brin sinking below the pool’s 

surface. 

 



 

MAJOR THREADS IN AGE OF DEATH 

In this book we are following two major story lines.  

•  “Moya’s party” that has entered Phyre and will, over the course of the novel,  travel 

through two of the three regions of the afterlife (Rhel and Nifrel). 

• “Imlay’s intrigues” that are simultaneously trying to overthrow Fane Lothian’s rule while 

she is also curing favor with Suri because she needs two Miralyith and presently only has 

Makareta. 

LOCATIONS IN AGE OF DEATH 

As in other volumes in this series, Michael follows events in multiple locations at once, so I’ll 

start by going over those. I’ll briefly mention key players in each of these places, if you need more 

information to jog your memory, I recommend reading the Characters section of the Age of Legend 

recap. 

• Phyre: In Elan, the afterlife is referred to as Phyre and it is believed to be divided into three 

realms: Rel – where ordinary people go, Nifrel (below Rel) – what we would deem as “hell” 

where the wicked are sent, and Alysin – a paradise reserved for warriors. A “rescue party” 

for Suri enters Phyre in the hopes of exiting a door in Estramnadon (which is also rumored 

to be connected to the afterlife). The party includes eight people including:  a mixed-race 

couple who possess extensive fighting prowess: Moya (Rhune Shield to Keenig Persephone) 

and Tekchin (Fhrey Galantian); Tressa (widow of Konniger who briefly ruled Dahl Rhen 

with her husband after the death of Persephone’s husband, Reglan). Others in the party 

include the husband-and-wife team of Gifford (a brave cripple) and Roan (an incredibly 

talented problem-solver), and Rain a Belgriclungreian (dwarf), who is searching for a woman 

that he believes is buried deep in Elan and has been calling to him through his dreams for 



 

years, and Brin, who is going along to record what she discovers. Tesh, Brin’s boyfriend, and 

the the best-trained Rhune fighter, does not initially join the party into Phyre, but as we shall 

see in a moment, he eventually joins the group. 

• Estramnadon: The Fhrey (elven) capital city where Lothian (the fane) rules. Other 

important figures in this part of the world include Mawyndulë, Lothian’s son and heir who is 

easily manipulated by those around him. Imaly (Curator of the Aquila), who has been 

plotting to overthrow Lothian. Suri (a Rhune mystic (magic user), who has been taken 

prisoner by the Fhrey. Vasek (Master of Secrets) who has been tasked with extracting the 

secret of dragons from Suri. Makareta (a Fhrey Artist (magic user), who was presumed dead 

after a failed plot to overthrow the fane, who is now in hiding with Imaly.  

• Dragon Camp: The Rhune (human) settlement where Keenig Persephone (Rhune) and her 

husband Nyphron (Fhrey) have been living during many years of war with the Fhrey. For the 

last several years, the conflict is in stalemate. Nyphron has not been able to cross the 

Nidwalden River to reach the Fhrey and likewise, the Rhunes are protected by a dragonlike 

creature (gilarabrywn) which was made by Suri during the Battle of Grandford by sacrificing 

Raithe (best friend of Suri who was in love with Persephone). At the start of Age of Legend, 

Malcolm (who seems to be a god in the guise of a man) left, but he has returned at the start 

of Age of Death. 

 
PLOT OVERVIEW 

This will provide a quick color-coded condensation of the events that occurred in Age of 

Death on a chapter-by-chapter basis. Purple will be used for events in Pyre.  Green will be used for 

events in Estramnadon. Blue will be used for events at the dragon camp. 

 



 

• Brin arrives in Phyre and finds herself in the River of Death being swept toward a closed 

gate where many other recently dead people wait. She is reunited with Moya, Tekchin, 

Gifford, Roan and Rain. While a fully functional Gifford distracts the crowds with his 

juggling prowess, Tressa uses Eton’s key (given to her by Malcolm) to open the gate. 

• Persephone is filled with doubt on how she has handled events of the war and fears for the 

safety of the party who went to swamp, who are overdue for their return. While praying for 

a miracle, Malcolm returns and tells her (a) she is doing fine, (b) those in the swamp did die 

(but may yet come back) and (c) he will be sending them help. 

• Imaly (a) calls a secret meeting of the Aquila, where she argues that Fane Lothian must be 

removed from power even if it means murdering him (b) convinces Vasek to use sugar 

rather than tortue when dealing with Suri, and (c) asks Volhoric (high priest) to get Nyree 

(Arion’s mother) to talk with Suri in the hopes of forming a bond between Rhunes and 

Fhrey. 

• Brin, Tekchin, Roan, and Rain are reunited with loved ones. We learn Rel is a “place of 

waiting” and while there is no pain or want, it is a bland existence. When Moya discovers 

that Drome (god of the dwarves) and the ruler of Rhel is looking for them, she cuts the 

reunions short to get the group moving. Just before they set out, the group discovers that 

someone they all know has just died and is at the Rel gate. 

• The meeting between Suri and Nyree didn’t go well. Nyree thinks her daughter was a traitor 

and Suri tries to explain that Arion was trying to seek peace between the Rhunes and Fhrey. 

• The newly dead Padera gives a message to Brin from Malcolm: “When trees walk and 

stones talk.” While at the gate, they are reunited with Arion who intervenes when an 

emissary tries to force the party to an audience with Drome. She also warns the party that 

while Rel seems innocuous there are dangers in Phyre such as “ceasing to exist.” When the 



 

group reaches the Nifrel Gate, they are taken prisoner and escorted into Drome’s castle. 

• While Persephone attends Padera’s funeral, Malcom meets with Nyphron and tells him to 

stop “meddling” and to trust him instead. The “promise” that Nyphron made to Malcolm 

is brought up, but it still isn’t revealed what Malcolm wants Nyphron to do. 

• Drome demands to know how the party got into Rel and who has been helping them. 

When members of Moya’s party withstand Drome’s questioning, he imprisons them in a 

dome of stone and leaves them guarded by Goll – a large giant-like creature. 

• Imaly and Suri agree to “an equal trade.” Suri will tell Lothian how to make dragons 

(exposing the Rhune people to possible destruction), and Imaly will (a) remove the Orinfar 

color, which is preventing Suri’s magical ability, and (b) she’ll give Suri the Horn of 

Gylindora – which could give the mystic dominion over the Fhrey people. 

• While Rain uses his pick to free the group from their stone prison, Brin pieces together 

statements from Muriel and Drome to discover not only is Malcolm a god, but he is 

Uberlin – the god of evil who “broke the world” During an escape that collapses much of 

Drome’s castle. Moya’s leg is pinned and Tekchin buried. Tressa, Brin, Rain, Gifford, and 

Roan escape into Nifrel. 

• Imaly continues her manipulation of Mawyndulë, trying to convince him that the people see 

him as heroic for his actions during the insurrection against his father. She plants the seed 

that he would be a better ruler than his father and perhaps Makareta wasn’t a traitor afterall. 

• In Nifrel, the surviving party are threatened by “Grin the Brown” and intimidated by 

Ferrol, sister of Drome and ruler of Nifrel. While running from here they are pursued by 

“something” that turned out to be Tesh (who entered Rhel Afterall, and a severely 

wounded Moya – Tesh had to cut off her leg to free her. Bring goes searching for help and 

finds Fenelyus (former fane, and the first Fhrey to wield magic). Who “heals” Moya’s 



 

injuries. Turns out she was sent to the gate by “Beatrice” to find Rain. 

• Imaly returns to Suri with Makareta in tow. The Miralyith is able to remove the collar, 

tamper with the Orinfar runes – making them inert, and teach Suri how to shield from 

others that her powers are restored.  

• Fenelyus leads the party through a war-torn Nifrel to King Mideon (an ancient dwarven 

ruler). They learn that Nifrel isn’t “where the bad people go” but rather a place for those 

with high ambitions and they are constantly waring with one another. Enroute, Tesh is 

severely wounded and he insist that Brin leaves him behind and she should sae herself. 

•  Suri explains to Lothian how to make a gilarabrywn, including the fact that it requires a 

sacrifice. She hopes this requirement may prevent him from using the power. Afterward, 

Vasek brings Suri to Imlay’s house where she will take up residence. 

• The party goes before King Mideon. His daughter, Beatrice is a seer who foretold the 

parties arrival. She refers to Rain as “The Great Rain.” While she won’t say what will 

happen, she insists it’s important that her father and other heroes from the past do all they 

can to protect the party and help them reach Alysin. 

• During a rare intimate moment, Persephone and Nyphron toast the dead. He to the “rescue 

parties” that he sent out, who failed. And she mourns the loss of Moya’s party who has 

been gone too long to still be alive. 

• Beatrice is the woman who has been calling to Rain in his dreams for years. She predicts he 

will return to Elan and reunite the dwarven people. To aid him, she gives him a famed 

sword which will prove he needed him to come to Phyre and return. 

• Instead of sacrificing someone he loves, the fane draws a random name to use as “the 

sacrifice.” Suri rushes to save the person but is too late. She once more explains to the fane 

the full details of how the spell works.  



 

• Tesh has been captured by the queen of Nifrel (Ferrol) and questioned as to which member 

of the party has the key – he names Tressa. Moya and the others who made it to King 

Mideon’s citadel are given “magical armor” made by a legendary dwarf. 

• Imarly meets with members of the Aquila again, and this time they agree that Lothian must 

die even though it means breaking Ferrol’s law. Mawyndulë sends away his servant, Treya, 

so he won’t be asked to kill her to make a dragon. Makareta comes out of hiding and meets 

with Mawyndulë. She explains that Lothian must die and she will try once mor to 

assassinate him. She asks Mawyndulë to help. 

• Moya’s group is led by a host of legendary warriors from Elan’s past as they go on the 

offensive against Ferrol’s forces in the hope of getting the part to Alysin. Tesh is thrown 

into a hole where he meets one of the greatest dwarf builders who was also imprisoned. 

Sebek (a Galantian who Tesh killed) comes to enact revenge on Tesh. Tekchin arrives and 

saves Tesh and the dwarf.  

• A group of warriors near the Fhrey/Rhune frontline are the first to witness a dragon 

created by the Fhrey and they rush to report the news to Nyphron and Persephone. 

• Ferrol’s and King Mideon’s forces clash on the bridge leading to Alysin. Tesh and Tekchin 

arrive. During the battle, Roan, Brin and Gifford fall into the Abyss. Moya is captured by 

Ferrol, and Tesh destroys the bridge sending himself and Tressa into the Abyss as well to 

keep the key from falling into Ferrol’s hands. 

And so ends the Age of Death, in much the same way as Age of Legend. Those above Elan are in 

dire straits, as the Fhrey now have the upper hand and the means to kill all of mankind. Below 

Elan, Tekchin and Moya are captured by Ferrol, and the rest of the party is once more falling 

into the unknown. In this case, it’s into the Abyss, a place where no one has ever returned 

from. 


